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Brief Description of the Lesson/Unit: 

This unit will focus  on topics related to the areas of polygons and circles.  Included in 
the curriculum are interior and exterior angle measures, perimeters and areas of similar 
figures, circumference and arc length, areas of circles and sectors, and geometric 
probability. 

South Dakota Content Standards: 

•     Standard numbers and exact wording 

9-12.G.1.1.A. Students are able to justify properties of geometric figures. 
9-12.G.2.3. Students are able to use proportions to solve problems. 
9-12.M.1.3. Students are able to use formulas to find perimeter, 
circumference, and area to solve problems involving common geometric 
figures. 
9-12.G.2.3. Students are able to use proportions to solve problems. 

•     Unpacked standards  (in student-friendly wording) 
•     I can write direct and indirect proofs for geometric shapes. 



•     I can write and solve a proportion (An equation that states that two ratios are 
equivalent.) 

•     I can apply (use) a proportion (An equation that states that two ratios are 
equivalent) to solve application problems. 

•     I can compute/calculate (find) the area (the amount of space contained inside 
a planar figure) of any circle, square, rectangle, or triangle without being 
given the formula. 

•     I can compute/calculate (find) the circumference (the distance around a 
circle) without being given the formula.  

•     I can solve measurement problems without pictorial information. 
•     Given the area (the amount of space contained inside a planar figure) or 

perimeter (the distance around a closed planar geometric figure), I can solve 
for missing parts. 

•     I can apply (use) a proportion (An equation that states that two ratios are 
equivalent) to solve application problems. 

•     I can find the missing length of a side and/or perimeter of similar polygons. 
 



 

Stage 1 :  Identify Desired Results 

1.     What enduring understandings are desired? 
Students will gain an understanding of the different parts of 
polygons and circles, and be able to apply them to real world 
situations.  They will begin to understand relationships between 
formulas used to solve problems. 

2.     What essential questions will guide this unit and focus both the 
teaching and the learning? 
How are angles measures important in polygons solutions? 
How do we apply triangle theorems to other figures? 
How does knowing the area of circles and circle parts play a role 
in everyday situations? 
How can we use Geometric mean to solve situations where 
conventional methods will not work? 

3.     What key knowledge and skills will students acquire as a result 
of this unit? 
Students will be able to solve polygons and circles given parts, 
pieces, and diagrams. 
Students will gain a deeper understanding of relationships within 
figures. 

4.     What prior learning, interests, misconceptions, and conceptual 
difficulties might be brought to this unit by the students? 

Students frequently do not see the relevance of surface area in real life 
situations. 
Students need to have a better understanding of the order of operations when 
using calculator skills and computation methods. 

 



 

Stage 2 :  Determine Acceptable Evidence 

What evidence will show that students understand? 

1.     Pre-Assessment (pre-tests, concept maps, KWL, surveys, etc.): 
Students  

Students will take a pretest and complete an Algebra review to 
assess their readiness for the content. 

2.     Performance Tasks: 

Student swill complete the assigned tasks associated with Chapter 12.  They 
will write journal entries  and develop nets to prove the combined surface 
area principles. 

3.     Summative Assessment (Quizzes, Tests, Prompts, Projects, etc.): 

Students will complete quizzes over various sections, and an overall paper 
and pencil test at the end of the unit.  Students will also submit electronic 
journals and notes for review.  Students may include questions that are still 
unanswered and add suggestions or short cuts they may have discovered. 

4.     Formative Assessment (Dialogues, Observations, Work Samples, 
etc.): 

Briefly explain HOW you will use formative assessment and 
feedback to redirect and focus your instruction for improving 
student achievement.  Provide at least one example. 

5.     Student Self-Assessment: 

Students will use self assessment in their chapter review and worksheet activities. 

6.     Attach or include specific rubrics being used for this lesson/unit: 
Wessington Springs 



Polygon and Circle Areas 

 
  
Name: ________________________ Teacher: Gloria Vavra 
  
Date Submitted: ____________ Title of Work: ___________________ 
  
   

   
  

Criteria Points 

  

  4 3 2 1     
Explanation A complete 

response with a 
detailed 

explanation. 

Good solid 
response with 

clear explanation.

Explanation is 
unclear. 

Misses key points. ____

Use Of Visuals Clear diagram or 
sketch with some 

detail. 

Clear diagram or 
sketch. 

Inappropriate or 
unclear diagram.

No diagram or 
sketch. 

____

Mechanics  No math errors. No major math 
errors or serious 

flaws in 
reasoning. 

May be some 
serious math 

errors or flaws in 
reasoning. 

Major math errors 
or serious flaws in 

reasoning. 

____

Demonstrated 
Knowledge 

Shows complete 
understanding of 

the questions, 
mathematical ideas, 

and processes. 

Shows substantial 
understanding of 

the problem, 
ideas, and 
processes. 

Response shows 
some 

understanding of 
the problem. 

Response shows a 
complete lack of 
understanding for 

the problem. 

____

Requirements Goes beyond the 
requirements of the 

problem. 

Meets the 
requirements of 

the problem. 

Hardly meets the 
requirements of 

the problem. 

Does not meet the 
requirements of 

the problem. 

____

Counter 
Examples 

Includes counter 
examples. 

a Does not include 
counter 

examples. 

yy ____

   
    

          Total----> ____

  
  
 



 

Stage 3 :  Learning Experiences and Instruction 

What sequence of teaching and learning experiences will equip students 
to develop and demonstrate the desired understandings? 

1.     Major Learning Activities: 

Learn to find angles measures in polygons form different sources 
of information. 
Discover how previously learned skills relating to areas of figures 
can be combined to find areas of irregular firgures. 
Find formulas and investigate perimeters and areas of similar 
figures. 
Use Theorems and formulas to investigate circumference, arc 
length, area of circles, and area of sectors. 
Develop a plan to use geometric probability and its converse to 
solve everyday problems. 

2.     Materials, Supplies, & Resources (technology & print): 

Tablets 
Calculators 
Projector 
Rulers 
Graph paper 
Geometry Textbook and Resource books – McDougall Littelll 

3.     Classroom Management: 

Students will complete net active.ties individually, then share with 
the class for accuracy.   Journals are submitted electronically 

4.     Support Services and Special Teacher Notes: 

IEP students will work with special services to complete required 
assignments.  Testing will be adjusted according to their accommodations. 

 



 

Stage 4 :  Differentiated Instruction Strategies 
What specific differentiated instruction strategies will be used in the 
lesson/unit?  Fill in each section that applies. 

1.     Differentiated Process: 
Special needs students and IEP students will be allowed fewer 
problems, and reduced choices on multiple choice tests.  Work 
will be graded for content and process. 

2.     Differentiated Content: 

Students will be offered extra credit points for completing additional 
challenge activities.  
Normal classroom students will complete all assignments according to the 
appropriate columns on the provided rubric. 
Special needs students will used an adjusted rubric. 

3.     Differentiated Product: 

Tests for all students. 
Final net projects will be graded in groups. 
Journal writings and reflections are required of all students. 
Students who are unable to complete tablet notes as given will be 
provided with teacher notes, as well as absent students. 

 


